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I’ve got a bone to ………… with you.

divide part share pick

1-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Direction: Each of the questions or incomplete statements below is followed by four suggested

answers or completions. Select the one that is best in each case and then completely fill in the

corresponding circle on the answer sheet.

It’s a great pity ,but he has let himself go to ……… recently. He must pull himself together.

old-age ruin seed shabbiness

2-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He has bats in the belfry. He is…………….

slightly mad a cricketer butter-maker idealistic

3-

1. 2. 3. 4.

“He was on stage in a theater” matches with …………...

He had a whale of time. He had a bee in his bonnet.

He got the bird last night. He let the cat out of the bag.

4-

1. 2.

3. 4.

His aggressiveness was …………. to the fact that he had had an overbearing father.

put down put out put by put in

5-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He’s very slow; he just goes ………… on.

plodding slinging wadding lodging

6-

1. 2. 3. 4.

“Nun” is the feminine form of ……………….

marquess heir monk drake

7-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I can’t get…………. his rudeness. 

into round at over

8-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Her funny costume caused much ………………. among the guests.

petition mirth vegeance lapse

9-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He ……... for a retrial in the light of new evidence.

perished dozed petitioned inquired

10-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The best adjective match for “outline” is………….

dim dull pale fleecy

11-

1. 2. 3. 4.

I’ll take it with me for………..; it will be less trouble.

effect gain safe keeping convenience

12-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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The sniper took off his cap and placed it over the ……..………of his rifle. 

ruse stack gleam muzzle

13-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The strong sunlight has ……. the curtains.

reeled hailed faded slung

14-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He ………… up his eyes while looking at the aircraft flying high in the blue sky.

twitched screwed nipped wagged

15-

1. 2. 3. 4.

There’s reason to think that if the employers were to make the first move, the unions would be

prepared to……………………

be given short shrift. get off the ground.

get their fingers burnt. meet them halfway.     

16-

1. 2.

3. 4.

I was warned not to take too seriously what Evans said, because he was such a(n)…………. .

wind bag easy mark old timer new blood

17-

1. 2. 3. 4.

……... will be prosecuted. 

Linnets Trespassers Twitters Slippers

18-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Finish this job before the weekend? That’s a …………….. order, that is!

difficult tall high  hard

19-

1. 2. 3. 4.

……. his ticket, the man boarded the ship. 

Carrying off Getting away Taking over Holding out

20-

1. 2. 3. 4.

No one in his …………. would have done such a thing.

mind intelligence senses reason

21-

1. 2. 3. 4.

Different parts of a bicycle and other machines are kept together with nuts &…….. 

screws lanterns bolts holsters

22-

1. 2. 3. 4.

He was …………. from his position as a chairman.

removed trembled stained overwhelmed

23-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The rats have…………. off the corners of the book.

squirted gushed gnawed spouted

24-

1. 2. 3. 4.

The rain ………….. down the window panes.

streamed dribbled spouted trickled

25-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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We were driving a big lorry and as the road was full of holes, we were almost……. to pieces.

wobbled jolted lurched swerved

26-

1. 2. 3. 4.

His voice …………with cold.

quivered lowered fainted mumbled

27-

1. 2. 3. 4.

It’s one of the best collections I’ve come …………

across over about off

28-

1. 2. 3. 4.

“Even the greatest people make mistakes” matches with…………..

Ignorance is no excuse. No one is infallible.        

Homer sometimes nods No one is indispensable

29-

1. 2.

3. 4.

He is now …………… at making a dictionary. 

lurching staggering shivering drudging

30-

1. 2. 3. 4.
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